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ABSTRACT 

Given the discouraging record of intimation to common people in the traditional pension system, there is need 

for robust we based pension fund management system that can handle the pension process efficiently by 

providing the intimation to common people, reducing their stress. This work focus on the design and 

implementation of a web based pension fund management application to change the manual system, thus 

receiving alerts about pension grants and getting rid of the hurdles, such as, repeated travelling for aged people 

and those suffering from any kind of illness, which are involved in the traditional pension management process. 

Customary benefits framework and the restricted scope of the private-part benefits plans, there is requirement 

for vigorous online annuity reserve administration framework that can deal with the annuity handle 

productively. This work concentrates on the configuration and execution of an online annuity store 

administration application to supplant the manual framework, subsequently disposing of the obstacles included 

in the conventional benefits administration process.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Annuity is a game plan of giving individuals a wage when they are no more winning a normal pay from 

livelihood. Be that as it may, annuities ought not to be mistaken for severance pay; the previous is paid in 

consistent portions, while the last is paid in one single amount. The terms retirement plan or superannuation 

allude to an annuity allowed upon retirement. Retirement arrangements might be set up by businesses, insurance 

agencies, the administration or other organizations, for example, business affiliations or exchange unions. 

Retirement annuity is alluded to as retirement arranges in the United States, as annuity plans in the United 

Kingdom and Ireland yet in Nigeria, it is famously referred to as annuity. Retirement annuities are commonly as 

an ensured life annuity, in this manner safeguarding against the danger of life span. As a rule, the normal 

utilization of the term annuity is to portray the instalments a man gets upon retirement, normally under pre-

decided lawful and/or contractual terms. A beneficiary of a retirement annuity is known as a beneficiary or 

retiree. Annuity asset is any arrangement, store, or plan which gives retirement wage.  

The manual technique for benefits store administration keeps up or keeps records in a file organizer about every 

representative/retired person that is enlisted with a Pension Fund Administrator (PFA). Whenever a 

representative chooses to open a record with a PFA with the end goal of retirement reserve funds, the previous 
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(retired person) needs to go to the physical area of the PFA to acquire and fill an enlistment structure. After 

giving back the structure, the PFA assistant opens a record for the worker where the filled structure and other 

basic reports as required or that identify with the worker are put away. The record is then gone on to the next 

PFA staff to check the employee’s enlistment which might take a few days if not weeks as the case might be.  

Utilizing the manual strategy, the representative is ignorant of his/her record parity aside from on the off chance 

that he visits the PFAs office. In this way, in the event of monetary shamefulness in the employee’s account, it is 

extremely unlikely he/she can track this. In the manual technique, it is somewhat bulky for the PFA to keep up a 

forward record of representatives/retired people. At the point when a worker switches occupation or changes 

area most likely from one state to another, it requires some serious energy before these progressions can be 

affected in the employee’s record. All these manual procedures have brought about issues, for example,  

1. Robbery and fake practices during the time spent contributing benefits reserves and the arrival on 

speculations  

2. Human mistakes i.e. in crediting of a pensioner’s account  

3. Wastage of materials, for example, paper, records et cetera,  

4. Absence of satisfactory data stream among PFA work forces .i.e. PFAs can't give their clients clear data with 

reference to what their equalization is and what is the assessed measure of cash they will be gathering on the off 

chance that they resign.  

5. The anxiety of retired people going to PFA’s office.  

An electronic annuity store administration framework is a framework intended to oversee benefits exercises 

both on the clients and Pension Fund Administrators (PFA) closes. The benefits administration exercises with 

respect to PFAs incorporate general redesign of customers data, crediting of customers record if the client is 

resigned and so forth while customers exercises incorporate checking their equalization internet, making 

enquiries by sending sends, and so on. Each client has a Retirement Savings Account (RSA) with a Pension 

Fund Administrator (PFA) and each client gets to his or her record from a program: programming that runs web 

annuity administration framework that is facilitated on the PFAs World Wide Web server. It gives an assortment 

of appealing conceivable outcomes for remote get to, for example,  

1. Accessibility of enquiry administration at unsurpassed  

2. Openness anyplace on the planet  

3. Accessibility of data to clients on the fly  

This work concentrates on planning an electronic benefits reserve administration application to supplant the 

manual framework, accordingly disposing of the obstacles included in the customary benefits administration 

process. The destinations are: to robotize the benefits reserve administration process, for example, opening of 

Retirement Savings Account, computing the benefits that every customer is going to get after retirement 

utilizing the RSA number cruncher; to oversee annuity reserve venture exercises; the cash given to the PFAs are 

contributed so it will acknowledge with time; to decrease human clog in annuity managerial workplaces; to 

make fundamental data accessible to retired people furthermore keep appropriate record of the retired people; to 

dispense with blunders in the readiness of benefits; to guarantee brief instalment of pensioners annuity; and to 

minimize the utilization of paper in record keeping.  
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The online annuity administration framework will build the effectiveness of PFAs in reacting to the 

requirements of their customers in time furthermore build correspondence stream between both sides. 

 

II. OERVIEW OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

The manual strategy for benefits store administration keeps up or keeps records in a file organizer about every 

worker/retired person that is enlisted with a Pension Fund Administrator (PFA). At the point when a worker 

chooses to open a record with a PFA with the end goal of retirement reserve funds, the previous needs to go to 

the physical area of the PFA to get and fill an enrollment structure. On giving back the structure, the PFA 

representative opens a record for the worker where the filled structure and other essential records as required as 

well as that identify with the representative are put away. The document is then passed on to the following PFA 

staff to confirm the employee’s enrollment which might take a few days if not weeks as the case might be.  

In the manual strategy, the worker is uninformed of his/her record equalization aside from in the event that he 

visits the PFAs office. Thus, if there’s money related mistake in the employees account, there’s no chance 

he/she can track this.  

In the manual strategy, it is somewhat awkward for the PFA to keep up a breakthrough record of workers/retired 

people. At the point when a representative switches occupation or changes area most likely from one state to 

another, it requires some serious energy before these progressions can be affected in the employees record.  

All these manual procedures have brought about issues, for example,  

• Missing record of speculation subtle elements or retired people  

• Theft and false practices during the time spent contributing annuity stores and the arrival on speculations  

• Errors  

• Wastage of materials and  

• Lack of satisfactory data stream among PFA faculty. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

As an after result of the issues experienced in the current arrangement of operations in annuity store 

organization which incorporate an excess of individuals included in the regulatory process and Pointless paper 

work, an enhanced online annuity store organization created kills the weaknesses of the current framework.  

The proposed framework is being intended to be helpful to such an association as a Pension Fund Administrator 

(PFA) on the grounds that it minimizes the time required for manual annuity store administration since it 

requires performing extensive variety of exercises, for example, recording representative/retired person data, get 

ready structures and making counts, and so forth. The framework monitors workers/retired people enrolled with 

the PFA, the record parities of the different representatives/retired people, gives workers/beneficiaries access to 

their record adjust and proclamations on interest.  

The electronic annuity reserve administration framework can precisely open a Retirement Savings 

Account(RSA) for a representative with a Personal Identification Number(PIN) appended, keep up books of 

record on all exchanges identifying with benefits stores oversaw by the PFA utilizing it, gives an organized path 

to the installment of retirement advantages to beneficiaries, and so forth. The framework guarantees that 

earnings earned from ventures of benefits assets are credited into the individual RSA holders in the wake of 
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deducting plainly characterized and sensible charges, charges, expenses and costs of exchanges made by the 

PFA.  

A percentage of the advantages of an electronic annuity reserve administration framework are without a doubt 

velocity and exactness. The framework gives representatives/beneficiaries brief access to their record parity 

without going by the PFA‟ s office. Aside from efficient and precision as of now said, different focal points 

include:  

 Reduced organization time via mechanizing retirement advantage computation and printing of paychecks  

 Eliminated charge punishments for wrong returns or late installments of sums withheld  

 Improved annuity administration precision with programmed expense and reasoning computations  

 Easily acknowledges representatives/retired people represent comes back from ventures of annuity reserves  

Improved association with union of all benefits reserve related records and reports  

 Expanded pace in receiving so as to acclimate to regulations occasional redesigns and easily produce the 

required legislative reporting  

 Reduction of authoritative overhead  

 Automation of a few manual procedures  

 Provides auspicious retirement advantage handling 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

A Web-based Pension Fund Management System is a framework that is intended to oversee benefits exercises 

for both clients and Pension Fund Administrators (PFA). An online benefits store administration framework is 

helpful to an annuity reserve administration organization since it minimizes the time required for manual 

benefits store administration preparing since it requires performing extensive variety of exercises, for example, 

recording worker/retired person data, overseeing reserves, overseeing store speculations, and so forth. The 

framework monitors workers/beneficiaries enrolled with the Pension Fund Administrator (PFA), the record 

equalizations of the different representatives/retired people, gives workers/retired people access to their record 

parity and articulations on interest. In this way, the fundamental point of completing this examination 

undertaking is to incorporate innovation devices in adding to an answer that will generally, help in the part of 

benefits asset administration which would dispose of the issues connected with the manual procedure. This has 

been hence created.  

All in all, the acquaintance of the new framework with supplants the current one is unquestionably a method for 

keeping up a decent administration rehearse.  

On effective usage, the framework will adjust the restrictions recognized in the current framework as 

beforehand expressed. It is imperative to realize that for the online framework to work viably;  

 Good environment.  

 Good support rehearses.  

 Good organization ought to be given.  

The utilization of a powerful Web-Based Pension Fund Management System foundation will give effective and 

precise method for gathering and sorting out significant data and reports, for example, employees‟  information, 

organization subtle elements, and so forth from intrigued private people and organizations.  
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With respect to the acquaintance of the new framework with the association, there is requirement for audit and 

upkeep and in addition satisfactory procurement to guarantee that the accompanying is taken into thought.  

 there ought to be a customary and steady estimation of the framework execution. Subsequently, there is a 

need to consistently see that the operation of the new framework is not ruined at all.  

 Training of staff who will serve as administrator work force in working the new skeleton is likewise 

prescribed for appropriate and successful utilization of the framework in the association.  

 Constant framework testing ought to be done and steady utilization of the framework will serve as a method 

for testing the consistent impeccable working state of the framework.  

 Unauthorized and untrained staff ought not to be allowed by the departmental head to work with the new 

framework. This decrease the danger of presenting infections, which are sensitive into the framework, and to 

maintain a strategic distance from these infections from crushing the whole framework, this will likewise dodge 

interlopers which might need to participate in any type of deceitful practice. 
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